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ONe or the best kept secrets in the
Churches of Christ is that there is a new
spirit of openness ¿rntl cleativity sweep-
ing through con.sarvulit'c segments.
" Mainstreamers" usually think of
"Anti's" as hardline rightists hidebound
by their own tradition. Of course that
spirit is still alive. But, as James Russell
indicates in the first installment of a new
selies (p.12), many former "Anti's" are
becoming simply "Nons." They may
still use only one cup, or not have Sun-
day schools, or not engage in intercon-
gregational works, but they ale perceiv-
ing that others may do otherwise and
still be considered in fellowship.
The surest sign I've seen of this hap-
pened when a non-class church ex-
tended its fellowship to a church with a
libelal leputation. Of course it's always
been safe for us to extend fellowship to
anyone ro tlte riglÍ of us. They don't
thleaten us so much as brethren to the
left, who must be warned against and
isolated. But one Easter ¿¡ small non-
class church invited brethren to its le.fi
to participate in a service ofcelebration.
Acknowledged differences were over-
looked in the joint confession of that
which united both groups at a more bib-
lical level: He urose!
Thus, the fresh bleezes of openness
are coming, admirably, from those who
have most at stake. Future articles will
tell of this fr-om perspectives such as the
premillennialists, the anti-cooperation
brethren---æven charismatics who have
decided to quit "leaving the Church of
Christ. "
That, of course, is distressing to
some. But there is also a ground-swellof
grassroots opinion that longs for the
opinions that have divided us to m¿ìke
way for a new wold that is at once very
olcl: we are brethren.
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The Price of Peoce
inGoinesville
An lnterpretive Report from the Editor
CHuncH TENSIoNS in Florida were apparently
eased recently when the protagonists agreed on a
statement of faith and practice. Now, observers in
many areas are asking whether the larger church
can afford peace at the cost paid in Gainesville,
where an uneasy truce was signed last November.
What does all this have to do with the larger
church?
The affair began innocently enough, with
Chuck Lucas, preaching minister, and the Cross-
roads church wanting to allay criticism that their
campus works fostered false teaching and prac-
tice. The issues had mainly been among Florida
churches-particularly between Crossroads and
the 39th Avenue church in Gainesville. They were
broadened as Crossroads' ministry to college
campuses spread. And the matter was catapulted
into national concern by the wide distribution of
seven charges and replies which constituted an
agreement reached by the Gainesville congrega-
tions, with considerable help from outside ad-
visors.
The specific items themselves are open to long
debate, but this is outside the scope of this
analysis. It is the widely circulated announcement
that the event was a brotherhoorl victory that con-
cerns us here. Because the agreement was hailed
as our "fînest hour, " some are asking whether it in
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fact was based on principles which a free church or
congregational fellowship can uncritically accept.
ADVANCE ON THE CAMPUSES
The Crossroads church's college evangelism
program has been the most successful campus
work by Churches of Christ since the collapse,
under similar pressure, of the controversial Cam-
pus Evangelism in 1970. Widely but unofficially
known as "Campus Advance," spin-offs from the
Crossroads work have made an impact on cam-
puses throughout the country. Converts made
under the program, led by Lucas, have composed
a tightly-knit network of student groups.
This fast growth has not been without criticism.
From the right, the ubiquitous Ira Y. Rice, Jr.,
and others have raised questions about the ter-
minology, theology, and practice of the groups
-practices such as allowing women to verbalizeprayers in informal groups. From the left, others
were criticalofjust how tightly-knit the evangelis-
tic thrust should be. A stringent system of author-
ity began to place what some think is a disturbing
stamp of sameness on the groups. Christian free-
dom, it was charged, was being sacrificed in the
name of efficiency, surface orthodoxy, and suc-
cessful techniques.
The Gainesville peace conference dealt only
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with the issues raised by conservatives. Within
preceding months, several congregations had
"withdrawn fellowship" from the Crossroads
church, An applicant for campus minister at Van-
derbilt was reportedly rejected because of his
connection with Crossroads. There was a steady
attack through church bulletins, gossip, and ac-
cusations, that ostracized the church from sister
congregations and spread innuendoes far and
wide.
FORMAL CHARGES MADE
Finally, at the November conference, the ac-
cusations were reduced to seven. It was charged
that Crossroads taught that (l) baptism is a mira-
cle, (2) miracles have therefore not ceased, (3) the
Holy Spirit leads apart from Scripture, (4) only
tradition prevents women from leading public
prayer when men are present, (5) women, there-
fore, may in fact lead prayers in devotionals and
"soultalks" in the presence of men, (6) there is no
biblical distinction between works that save and
works that do not save, and (7) Christian fellow-
ship should be extended to everyone who has been
baptized for the remission of sins.
In response, Crossroads leaders agreed (l) that
baptism is not a miracle, although since God acts
in baptism it involves more than the action of man;
(2) miracles have ceased; (3) the Holy Spirit does
not in any way lead apart from the Word, and (4)
the Bible does not authorize women to lead in
public preaching, praying or singing.
Counter statements were made in answer to the
other charges. Crossroads agreed (5) not to en-
courage women to lead prayers in devotionals and
"soultalks," not because it is wrong but because it
had become ¿ì source of division. (6) Man must
comply with what.lames 2 calls "works," although
"we do not believe that there are works that merit
salvation." And (7) Christian fellowship must be
extended "only to persons who obey Jesus in be-
coming Christians and who live the Christian
life. "
Pressure was brought to bear on Crossroads
ministers not to speak in situations judged unac-
ceptable by those bringing the charges. An at-
tempt was also made to induce the Crossroads
church not to invite certain unacceptable speakers
to appear at their functions, These pressures were
mildly resisted by Crossroads representatives, al-
though they promised to use "utmost care in the
selection of seminar speakers" and "extreme cau-
tion in participating in any program that would
lead to any wrong impression concerning their
basic doctrinal positions. "
To the motivation of the Crossroads church to
make peace with sister congregations, outside
ON THE
fames D. Bales, outside advisor:
I don't think there was any
creedal tendency in the statement.
No one was bound by what anyone
else said, except voluntarily. lt's
like a contract I might have with a
congregation. I would be bound not
because anything was forced on me
but because I fully agreed with it.
It's like agreeing to run an article in
Missíon. You might make certain
requirements with which the author
can agree or disagree, and you can
run the article if he agrees.
( Re¡4ording lhe role o.f outsitle acl-
visors.') Everybody called in was
there in an advisory capacity.
Parker Henderson suggested my
name and the Ciossroads church
invited me to come. It was clear that
we would not come down and dic-
tate to the brethren, but advise
them.
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fohn Allen Chalk, attorney and
campus speaker
The incident is a clear violation of
congregational autonomy. It is a
very apparent attempt to create
brotherhood elders, which is a re-
capitr.rlation of the original apos-
tasy. The statement is an em-
bryonic denominational creed. The
interference by the persons who
were not members of the local con-
gregation or even of area churches
fits a well-known pattern of medd-
ling and denominationalizing, and is
clearly factious.
The ultimate tragedy is that a
good church and some devoted and
dedicated men in that church were
placed under this kind of pressure,
and that the rest of the
"brotherhood" has in recent years
allowed persons and events to push
us to the precipice of this kind of
CROSSROADS INCIDENT
denominationalizing action. The
guilt does not lie with the Cross-
roads church and its leadership.
The guilt lies with the whole
brotherhood that has allowed itself
to be intimidated and subjugated to
human traditions and opinions.
lra Y. Rice, fr., outside advisor:(On the sÍ0tement's possible
creeclul influence:) I see no danger
of this at all. When people disagree
over something, they should work it
out. This was an agreement be-
tween two congregations, although
most of the other congregations
want to go along with it. But it was a
reconciliation that was not binding
on anyone.
(On v,lrether the desired entl hus
been accomplished:) I can't say ex-
actly, at this point. There have been
one or two bulletin statements that
I'm not quite happy with. One said
that they were happy that Cross-
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motivation for the conference must be considered
as well. Parker Henderson of the Sunset Schoolof
Preaching in Lubbock, Texas, and former minis-
ter in Gainesville, reported that he had been con-
cerned over what he considered unscriptural prac-
tices at the Crossroads church for over two years.
He asked Rice to attend the session with him.
Others laid groundwork, framed the charges, and
conducted long discussions. Fourteen men finally
signed the peace agreement, and the incident was
described by Henderson as "the brotherhood's
finest hour,"
ISSUES RAISED
What is at stake in the Gainesville incident?
Questions in the aftermath of such inter-
congregational discussions raise such issues as the
following.
What Does Autonomy Mean?
Several have been quick to point out that a
church violates its congregational autonomy by
bowing to such pressures as did Crossroads'
Others say that a more glaring violation of inde-
pendence occurs when congregations make de-
mands on a sister church which, if not complied
with, result in congregational "withdrawal." Ap-
parently financial cooperation was not basic to the
pressure put on the Gainesville congregation.
There was rather the threat of non-participation in
seminars, pressure to blacklist certain speakers
from seminar platforms, and a kind of general
quarantine to prevent the unorthodox infection
from spreading.
Crossroads leaders themselves declined to
comment in print on the matter, lest they re-open
wounds so recently closed. This sort of sensitivity
toward sister churches seems commendable. As
one observer noted, less can be said for any bibli-
cal precedent for withdrawal on a church-wide
basis.
The observer warned against the infectious na-
ture of the kind of pressure placed on Crossroads.
His congregation, which also engages in coopera-
tive work, has already been approached by dissi-
dents requesting a Crossroads-style conference.
"With this kind of pressure everyone will have to
goosestep, or just keep it quiet when they need to
do something to meet a need in a way everyone
doesn't approve of," he said. "We need to be in
the business of mending lives, not deciding where
the fences are," he added.
What Force Do 'Advisors' Exert?
Related to the issue of autonomy is the pressure
applied by outside "advisors." Inviting a third
party to help in intercongregational disputes is a
practice with a longstanding history and, in itself,
should not threaten the doctrine of autonomy. The
questions most frequently raised about the current
affair concern the nature and scope of advisors'
advice. How can a genuine "concern over un-
roads had not given up their lib-
erty. That made it look like Cross-
roads pulled the wool over our
eyes. I don't believe that. I believe
there was sincerity on both sides.
Reuel Lemmons, editor of the
Firm Foundation:
All who love peace rejoice at the
news that it has been restored be-
tween the churches of Gainesville.
What had become a widespread
issue as churches in other com-
munities took sides can now be laid
to rest. Parker Henderson is to be
highly commended for his peace-
making mission. It is no time to as-
sess blame; it is a time for forgive-
ness and rejoicing.(And in un editoriul note u¡t-
penclecl Ío tlte Guinesville state-
ment, publishecl in the Firm Fotttt-
clulion, uncl ttsed b¡, permission:)
We have noted that most all church
troubles are local pushing and shov-
ing matches. Then outsiders get in-
volved and take sides. It will be
noted that six of the seven
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"charges" were categoricallY
denied by the accused, and the de-
nial was accepted by the accusers
. . . . The adverse publicity given the
situation should now be retracted
by those who gave it--onlY that's
like putting the feathers back in a
pillow.
Roy Osborne, minister and cam-
pus speaker:
Under no circumstances would I
criticize the Gainesville elders for
the actions they have taken. These
men have a deep sense of responsi-
bility for the young people who,
having been under their care at the
University of Florida, have re-
turned to their home congregations
to face charges and criticism ofthe
work at Crossroads and at the cam-
pus ministry in Gainesville. In theirjudgment the only way to protect
these students was to meet with the
ones who had published the false
charges. These elders are men of
high integrity and deep concern for
the cause of Christ.
However, setting this case aside,
I feel our great brotherhood is in
serious trouble when brethren take
seriously men who set themselves
up as the judges of a1l churches,
elderships and preachers, espe-
cially when they use their own nar-
row concepts of Christianity as the
criterion by which to measure and
censure everyone. Such men as
this , who admittedly don't bother to
check out all ofthe stories they pub-
lish (therefore lacking both respon-
sibility and integrity), are not
worthy of being noticed by serious
people, much less being given a
hearing for the propagation of their
gossip and a boost for their egos.
The Church of Christ has long
insisted upon the Restoration prin-
ciple of congregational autonomy.
The Bible teaches us to champion
the cause of "liberty in Christ" and
personal responsibility to search for
truth. These cherished rights and
responsibilities are being surren-
dered when we give to any man the
right to judge the rest of us. D
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scriptural practices" be distinguished from an
egoistic desire to control the faith and life of
others?
Perhaps questions regarding the advisors' own
respect for autonomy might provide guidelines at
this point. A fair question seems to be: lf a
brother's career is a pattern of attempted control
over numbers of congregations and even whole
areas; if his concern for orthodoxy violates the
reputation of good men;if he has engaged in slan-
der, and influenced other churches to dismiss fel-
low ministers with whom he disagrees-how dwel-
leth the love of God or autonomy in him? To
continue to allow this kind of control creates a
functional bishopric that is far more dangerous by
its very unofficial character than is the practice of
"connectional" churches who at least officially
ordain their arbitrating clergy by clear and stated
rules.
Are Such Statements Creeds?
The issue of issuing position papers, or state- '
ments of faith and practice, is sharpened by the
Gainesville Accords. The fierce anti-creedalism
of the Restoration founders is well-known. When
Isaac Errett, of a more liberal persuasion than his
southern brethren, wrote a tract called "Our
Position" about 1870, he was roundly condemned
as a creedalist. Intellectual and spiritual freedom
from creeds was the heady nectar that invigorated
many free-thinking, individualist preachers who
flocked from "creed-bound denominations" into
the Restoration tradition in the early nineteenth
century.
Yet, this exhilarating spirit was too often found
to be a freedom from, rather than a freedom for. It
was one thing to allow a Barton Stone freedom to
refrainJrom crystallizing his belief in the divinity
of Christ into a Trinitarian formula. It was another
matter for local elders to ensure that their
preachers in fact stoodþr a doctrine of Christ that
could somehow explain how He could accept
Thomas' confession, "My I,ord and my God."
Hence, although they have always been subjected
to close scrutiny, statements of faith and "Why I
Am a Member of the Church of Christ" became
more frequent. As the movement grew from its
brash anti-creedal mentality into the facts of
church life, such statements were explained as
"printed sermons," and denied, at least in theory,
creedal status.
In the last decade, statements have been issued
by localelderships which attempt to control smal-
ler and smaller aspects of the lives of members.
Some statements have required Sunday school
teachers to believe that everyone who uses the
piano in worship will be lost. Others have placed
modern-speech translations of the Bible on the list
of banned books. One required that women not
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lead prayer in the hearing of their baptize<l boys,
even in informal situations.
While more open-minded folk object to the ex-
tent of control assumed by these statements,
others say that they are hardly to be considered
creeds. Presumably, if one fails such tests he is not
barred from fellowship but only from certain
posts. Further, most of these statements make no
attempt to bind their dictates on members of other
congregations. At Gainesville, however, fellow-
ship did depend on the agreement; and it did
extend past a single congregation. Defenders
argue that no one hud to sign. The question of
sanctions and penalties if they did not sign, how-
ever, remains. And it is that question-the shape
of genuine fellowship when parties cúnnot
agree-that seems crucial to the definition of
creedalism.
What about Enforcement?
According to Ira Rice, Jr., some of those af-
fected by the agreement are already speaking of it
in terms that he finds dissatisfactory. This raises
the question of how useful such a statement is
when it is so obviously unenforceable. What Arti-
cle 7 really requires about fellowship is a frequent
question. How can anyone conscientiously put it
into practice, when the degree of obedience is
unspecified?
One observer asked particularly about the ques-
tion of baptism as a miracle. If God, and not man
only, acts in baptism, he wondered, how helpful is
it to eliminate the word "miracle" from our vo-
cabulary? It may be important for other reasons,
but does it enhance the doctrine of baptism? The
question applies to all such attempts to require
verbal accuracy and to control thought. lt is the
same principle that prompted the story of Gali-
leo's agreeing with orthodoxy that the earth does
not move, but muttering under his breath that it
does.
The agreement that women should not pray
aloud in groups would certainly prove impossible
to control. Is Crossroads to be held guilty when an
over-zealous woman speaks out in a campus group
influenced by the Crossroads ministry? Shall the
Crossroads elders equip and train supervisors to
ensure that no woman give in to the temptation to
address her Father in the presence ofher brothers?
Such questions are, of course, endless. Yet
none of those contacted for this editorial report
had any desire to belabor the churches involved or
to re-open wounds. Particularly were they sym-
pathetic to the desire of the Crossroads congrega-
tion to reach out to sister churches who had been
alienated. Yet the questions remain-particularly
the question of what our ignoble moments must be
like, if threats of disfellowship over such items of
non-conformity constitute our finest hour. n
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UPDATE ON ABORTION--Protestant and Catholic forces alike are
mounting their attack on liberaLized abortion laws. An unofficial
Catholic organi.zation and a Long Island ttright to lifert group filed
suit in the U.S. District Court in New York challenging federal
laws on the third anniversary of the Supreme Court rulings which
struck down most state restrictions on abortion....Two mainly Pro-
testant groups opposing abortion have accused the Religious Coali-
tion for Abortion Rights of rrattempting to poLarize religious bodies
against one another in order to protect its suPport of abortion on
demandtt...,The president of the U.S. Catholic bishopst conference
has accused President Ford of supporting staters rights on abort,ion
at one point, only to ftbacktrackrt by opposing a constitutional
amendment that would allow states to impose restrictions on abor-
tions. . . .Meanwhile the National Organization for I,rlomen (NOI^I) an-
nounced a plan to counter the Catholic bishops I pressure for a con-
stitutional amendment that r,rrould trrestore the basic constitutional
protection of the right to life of the unborn child.r'
MEDIA BIBLE--A series of films depicting every major event
in the Bible, without cormnentary, will be launched September 1.ItThe Genesis Projectrrt organized by an international team of schol-
ars and film experts, is expected to continue ínto Ëhe 21st century.
The September segments will cover in eight installments the first
22 chapters of Genesis and the first two chapters of Luke.
LARGEST GATI{ERING?--The largest assembly in history of mem-
bers of the Churches of Christ will not be at a college lectureship
but at the International Soul i^Iinning l{orkshop Ín Tulsa March 25-28,
according to \4rorkshop sponsors. More than 15r000 partícipants are
expected to assemble at the Tulsa State Fairgrounds for the session,
sponsored by the Garnett Road and Memorial Drive churches in Tulsa.
DO YOU
HAVE
THESE
BOOKS?
Two publications by members of Mlsslon's board of directors
make insightful reading.
The Christian Communicator, by Cal Downs, uses incidents in-
volving church communication problems to explore better methods
of understanding. This 155-page paperback may be ordered directly
from the author at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
66045, for $3.60. (Profits from the sale of this book help support thisjournal.)
Norman L. Parks has recently restated the case for wider partici-
pation in the church by women, in Woman's Place in Church
Activity. This 36-page booklet, published by lntegrity Publications,
costs $1. Order it from Amos Pounder, 1269 Pickwick Place, Flint,
Michigan 48507.
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RpcBNrlv I pnpncHpD a memorial service for Jim Hunt,
one of the closest friends I have ever had. [t was the most
difficult preaching assignment I have ever faced. I loved him
like a brother. Besides the intensity of the personal pain
there were other ways in which the service was unusual. It
was a service without casket and without body because Jim
had donated his corneas to the Living Bank and his body to a
medical school for anatomical study.
Within two hours after Jim's death an eye surgeon had
removed the corneas and was taking them to another person
who needed them. Three days later the bandages came off
the recipient and he was seeing through Jim's healthy cor-
neas. The night Jim died we stood, the family and I, in a
hospital corridor to see a doctor come out shaking his head
and saying, "He didn't make it. " One of these days a doctor
will come out of a hospital room to a waiting family and say,
"He's going to make it. " That will be becauseJim Hunt, and
others like him, are making possible a better quality medical
education.
The events that led to this service without casket or body
started in November,l974, when the Burke Road Church of
Christ in Pasadena, Texas, studied together some of the
implications of death and the care of the body. There was a
strong feeling in the church that a lot of traditions about the
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disposition of the body are unnecessary, if not inappro-
priate, to the Christian view of death.
Growing out of that discussion, about fifty members of
the church filled in and signed Uniform Donor Cards pro-
vided by the Living Bank. In doing so they authorized the
use of any needed organs or parts of their bodies after their
death. They had the further option of donating their bodies
for medical study if they desired. It was not untilJim's death
on the night of January 5, 1976, that we had more than a
theoretical understanding of how such a decision would
work in actual practice. Then we learned quickly and deci-
sively that it made a real difference. I believe it is entirely a
helpful and healthy difference.
The first impact of the decision came when Jim's wife,
Anne, was required to sign just two forms at the hospital.
One released the corneas and the other assigned the body.
There was no red tape. There was no choice of a funeral
home. There was no anxiety about cemetery plot. As the
hours passed there was no grotesque visit to a casket room.
No one selected clothes for the corpse. There was no
cosmetic reproduction of the appearance of life. There \ryere
no tearful scenes at the casket as people said, "How natural
he looks."
This does not suggest that there was less authentic grief.
It rather infers that other sources of relief were sought. The
family wept on the shoulders of living friends. Rather than
trying to express respect and love in expensive and elabo-
rate funeralarrangements, they expressed their love in their
words, actions, and recollections. It was their unquestion-
ing faith in the grace of God that comforted them. The
resurrection, not the preservation of the body, was the
center of their faith for present comfort as well as future
hope.
Jim Hunt was a successful businessman. There were no
financial restrictions on what could have been spent for his
funeral. He was deeply loved and there was no limit to what
the family would have done to show that love. Neverthe-
less, there was a final savings of $2500 to $3500 in handling
the arrangements this way. For many families such an ex-
pense at the time of the death of a family provider would
cause severe financial problems.
I-I-t--
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Jim's memorialservice was on
a cold, windy January day. If it
had been handled convention,
ally, its conclusion would have
seen the family and closest
friends compartmentalized in
cars for a long, slow drive to a
cemetery where the body would
have been put into a cold hole in
the ground. Instead, a warm
church building was filled for an
extended period of time with the
voices and embraces of friends
and family members. When that
period was over, the family went
where they most needed to be,
home. There they received
friends and continued to work
through grief and shock.
A further aspect of this ser-
vice that will result in future
good is that the family requested
that in lieu of flowers contribu-
tions be made to the Burke Road
church. To date more than $2600
has been given to this fund. The
elders will use it, not for an or-
namental memorial, but for
something useful in ministry, in
memory of a man who was more
interested in doing good than in
receiving credit.
l" 
","* 
of the good to be done,
why would anyone not choose
this course? There are several
possible reasons. One is that it
takes courage to break with cus-
tom in such an emotionalarea as
this. Even when we have reser-
vations about the traditional
procedure, we may not be confi-
dent enough of our view to fol-
low it under stress when people
expect us to act differently.
Another reason is indecision.
When the Burke Road church
studied this matter, there were
many who had family conversa-
tions about it but did not come to
the point of decision. Had Jim
and Anne been among these, the
entire story would have been dif-
ferent.
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Still another reason is the
emotional reluctance to think of
our bodies being used instead of
preserved. What we tend to
forget is that the impression of
the preservation of the body
with embalming, applying
cosmetics, providing a sealed
casket, and placing it in a heavy
vault is an illusion. Decay willbe
extensive within weeks. In a lit-
eral sense only those corneas
which are given up will continue
to live.
l, ,nou,o be remembered that
there is no spiritual significance
to the questions of cremation,
embalming, and organ trans-
plants. There are bodies which
have been dead for centuries
that are going to be raised from
the dead. It makes no difference
at all whether they were burned,
blown to pieces, or decomposed
over a period of time.
When, for any reason, a fam-
ily elects a more customary bur-
ial, it is helpful to remember that
the body should be cared for in
simple, inexpensive ways.
Death is not a time for showy
display, competitiveness, or
pride. Common guilt feelings
can best be dealt with through
the healing ministries of love,
prayer, and grace rather than
with extravagant expenditure.
There are no advantages to
seamless caskets, foam mat-
tresses, heavy gauge metal, her-
metic sealing or expensive
vaults.
t is also helpfulto know that if
the deceased were making the
decisions, he would usually
make them more modestly than
the survivors do. Most, if not all
of us, would prefer that any
available money be used for the
comfort and well-being of our
families rather than being spent
on that which will immediately
be consigned to the deterioration
process.
I do not believe as one firm
advertised that, "The Final
Touch Means So Much." If
there is some use that can be
made of my body medically, I
would like that to be done. If this
is not feasible I would like my
body to be disposed of in the
least expensive manner possi-
ble. I cannot subscribe to the
idea that anything is improved
by spending money on an ornate
funeral. I place no value on satin
linings or sealed closings. I do
not require "a quality casket
which offers superb value to the
client seeking longlasting pro-
tection." Nor am I impressed
with "a classic beauty with
eighteen-gauge, lead-coated
steel, seamless top, lap-jointed,
welded body construction."
A simple box and cremation,
with the cemetary scattering the
remains will be fine. I do not
want a shaded lot by the chapel
in a perpetual care cemetery. As
soon as the initial shock is over I
would like to be remembered
with laughter and love when
family and friends get together.
(Ftrrther inforntaliott und Uniforrn Dont¡r Cqrcls qre
ctvuilable.from tlte Livittg Bqnk, P. O. Box 6725, Hous-
ton, Te-ras 77005. Tftis is o nqlionol, not u locul
progrom-lhe H<¡ttsfon o.ffice is in contuct tt,ilh uncl
services all medical scltools und hospitals in the United
SÍules. They are only u phone call etv,ay rellordless of
flwltere yott ure .)
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Dr. Puul Keckle¡, is pttblic relations direclor at Middle
Tennessee StoÍe Universíty. He is int,olved in the teach-
ing pro¡¡rurtt at the North Boulevord Chttrch of Christ in
M uúi'ees boro.
I HOVQ O DfeO y Paut Kecktey
One day a man called me and asked, much to my surprise, if I
wou ld be willing to serve on the Mission Board of Directors. My
initial reaction was "No way. . . I can't afford to get involved
with those Mission folks. After all, I teach and lead singing and I
might be denied the opportunity to work in these areas."
I told the caller I would think about the situation and talk to
him again in several days.
The days flew by and my schedule permitted little time to
reflect on the advisability of the situation.
I consulted with close friends and with my wife and family,
and though these opinions mattered, the overwhelming bur-
den of decision-making rested on my shoulders. My answer
had to be sincere, unpolitical and responsive to the more im-
portant welfare of the Lord's body. I thought and prayed. I
agreed in my own mind to serve, calling this decision a tempo-
rary one. My rationale . . . that's what this article is about. . . be-
causelhaveadream.
I have a dream that one day the body of Christ will be united
in the day-to-day mission of sharing the love of Christ with all
men/ regardless of race, social class, religious experience and
denom i national backgrou nd.
I have a dream that as men mature in the grace and knowl-
edge of our Lord Jesus, we will open lines of communication
with those perceived to be "wrong" because their traditions do
not mirror our own.
I have a dream that parties and factions within the body of
Christ will surrender weapons of name-calling and stereotyp-
ing and once again resurge the spirit of New Testament fellow-
ship.
I have a dream that Mlsslon and all religious journalistic
efforts will subordinate petty personal motives toward the
greater goal of leading readers to a deeper, more accurate
examination of the teachings of the New Testament.
I have a dream that as an individual Christian I may forever be
primarily concerned with the spiritual welfare of those whose
lives I touch.
lf Mission seeks to propagandize one side of any question to
the exclusion of another or if Misslon ceases to bring to its
readers content worthy of discussion, then my involvement
will cease. For the greatest need of the hour is the need for all
Christians to unite in that mission for which we were called.
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The
SneCup
Church
History
By James W. .Russell
Jatttcs W. Rttssell is u tttittister in Fre.sno, Culi.Íi¡rniu. He also
doe s e.r t e n r^ i t' e 
.f a tn i l¡, a n cl ma r r i u g e c o r t n s e l l i tt g.
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status of segments in the
heritage
RESTORATION U PDATE : The cu rrent
Resto ratio n
m
Tse pnpseNT DAy attitude of the "one cuppers,"
of which I am one, is generally an inherited one.
Our predecessors in America had "held out" for
the one cup premise for more than 150 years when
two or more cups, and later "individuals," were
introduced in some congregations. Their argu-
ment (or logic) was the "pattern concept" and
"orthodoxy." During the period of 1830 to 1895
the practice of communing with a common cup for
the drink element had proved satisfactory, with
little or no dissension about it. Whether by actual
biblical pattern or human tradition, sixty-five or
seventy years pretty well establishes a practice in
the minds of a people.
Paul O. Hays, who was a member of the teach-
ing staff of the Nashville Bible College during the
first few years of that school's existence (ten or
fifteen years before the advent of the twentieth
century), taught me a great deal about attitudes in
the late 1800s. He had much to say about the
attitude regarding any change in formal functions.
He is the source of much of my historical informa-
tion.
Brother Hays was extremely wellinformed and
had been personally involved with the original
controversy about the use of the instrument as an
aid to singing and the organization of the mission-
ary society. He stood in opposition to both. He,
along with his brothers, Judd and Fred Hays, and
a brother-in-law, Ernest C. Love, settled in the
Fresno area between 1890 and 1900. These men
preached to congregations in the Fresno area
where the signs outside read "Christian Church,"
"Disciples Church," or "Church of Christ." The
overall practice in this part of the country was
about the same regardless of the identifying
signs. All four of these men were very well edu-
cated and all knew quite a bit about the Greek
language. They were intelligent and educated but
often were impractical in the use of their abilities.
It was reported by G. C. Brewer in his book
Forty Yectrs On tlte Firing Line that he, person-
ally, introduced the idea of the use of individual
cups for the communion to a congregation of the
Church of Christ. He did this in a Tennessee as-
sembly well after the turn of the century. Brother
Brewer's comment points out that there was a
great deal of controversy about the use of
"individuals," but that the opposition was elimi-
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nated and the practice was adopted. This was a
"first" so far as this writer has learned' The
"individual ideology" spread slowly between 1900
and 1930. Congregations practiced either the one
cup or the individual ideology without very much
animosity between them. During that period many
new assemblies were started, especially in the
southern states. Many congregations agreed from
the start to use a multiplicity of containers. The
one cup ideology grew more slowly but continu-
ally. The churches that were started followed the
practice of the sponsoring congregation or
preacher.
During the first four decades of this century
some assemblies, for convenience, used two or
three common cups but would not consent to using
individual cups. In Springdale, Arkansas, where I
attended some as a lad, a cup for each row of seats
was used. I well remember when a strict "one cup
for a congregation" member protested' The reply
to his protest was that the tobacco-chewing and
snuff-dipping men used one row of seats and the
other row was for non-chewers and non-dippers.
This ultimately grew into an assembly where the
men sat on one side of the house and the women on
the other. Once a family came to visit and wor-
ship, and the man sat down beside his wife. Most
of the congregation considered him ignorant of the
fact that men and women do not sit together in
church.
Lines of fellowship began to be drawn tighter in
the late '20s. This was obviously fostered greatly
Otct Paths Adt'ocate. Upon the demise of H' C.
Harper, Homer L. King and others took the task
of publishingthe Old Palhs Aclt'ocate while J' D'
Phillips started publishing The Truth' Both of
these papers are still being published' Those hold-
ing the two cup idea later adopted the individuals
in about 90 percent of their assemblies and they
now publish several Papers'
As late as the '20s and '30s most preachers of
the several segments respected each other'
Preachers whose home congregation may have
held to certain practices would preach Jesus in
places where another practice was being observed
ànd never raise their voices in protest. Generally
they felt that Jesus must be exalted'
Rue Porter conducted many meetings at Ever-
ton, Arkansas. His home church had Sunday
School and individual cups-both issues usually
appearing together. J. D. Phillips grew up at Eros,
four miles from Everton. Rue encouraged J' D. to
become a preacher. J. D. became a non-Sunday-
School and one-cup preacher. They were close
and dear friends until Rue's death. About 1932
each of them scheduled several meetings in the
small communities near Everton. Each had the
opportunity to visit the meetings of the other.
They both promoted each other's meetings and
praised the spirituality of each other. An elder
from a place where Rue was preaching com-
plained of Rue's endorsing a man who had religi-
ous "hobbies." The elder said, "Here you are
advertising for a man who is a'hobby rider.' What
The tobacco-chewing and snuff-dipping men used
one row of seats and the other row
was for non-chewers and nondiippers.
by the advent of new religious journals.
The Firm Fottndatiott had been thought of gen-
erally as a good Christian publication for
everyone. The Apostolic Wcty, one of the new
papers, was published by those who would not
endorse the use of individual cups or the class
method of teaching, Dr. G. A. Trott, of Texas,
and H, C. Harper, of Florida, were two major
writers. Those in the churches in fellowship with
the Apostolic Wuy ideology came to fear the mod-
ernism in the public schools and organized a
Christian-sponsored school, first, in Gunter,
Texas, and later removed to Littlefield, Texas.
This vçnture lasted only a few years'
The writing preachers of the A post olic l4 uy split
into separate groups and other journals came into
existence. The line of division was "one cup" or
"two or more cups" but never "individual cups"'
The Apostolic Way did not falter immediately but
did evolve with the "one cup" segment into a
paper that was first called T he T núlt, and later the
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if he preaches his hobby over there?"
"That's his business," Rue replied.
"What if they believe his hobby?" the elder
asked.
"That's their business," said Rue. "Jesus will
be preached."
Until about 1940 most "one cup preachers"
would use a "sunday School song leader" if they
needed him. Many "one cup singers" would lead
singing for a Sunday School preacher if called
upon.
Frequent debates (both oral and written) began
to make a difference. J. Ervin Waters as a "boy
preacher" in 1940 had his first debate strictly on
the "communion question. " Ervin was, of course,
of the one cup persuasion. Syllogism, type, and
ante-type, along with command, example, and
necesiáry inference, became excellent tools of the
trade for both sides. Ervin was a hero. He was our
hero. Animosity was aroused in each debate'
Though the debaters themselves were usually able
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to take the heat, those championing them rapidly
developed the ability to hate and despise those on
the other side. Confidence and respect departed.
Most of this was happening in California; but with
religious journals publishing their slanted reports
of who did what to whom and each side shouting
that truth had prevailed, the results were having a
tremendous effect across the nation. This con-
tinued until about 1956. Debates ceased and
animosity quieted some. A small degree of toler-
ance began to be seen in some quarters.
The one cup idea lives and thrives today mainly
with frequent teaching that innovations are wrong
and do not please the author of salvation. The
authority of example carries a great dealof weight
with the adherents. The tradition of our forbears is
also a great influence among us.
Since I am a publisher and writer I get a letter
every day or so from a good brother or sister who
is eager for a broader fellowship. They write and
tell me that for years they have thought that there
should be more meaning in our devotions. They
feel that there should be more to the communion
than knowing it is commanded and performing itjust to please God. All across the nation there are
some in almost every one cup congregation who
desire a meaningful relationship with Lord Jesus.
They want to be motivated more by respect and
admiration than by fear and negative thinking.
Many of our brothers will take time and pay the
expense of attending seminars by those of a
slightly different belief to learn something that
they feel would be of value in Christian develop-
ment and growth.
Another encouraging sign is that several one
cuppers are courageous enough to participate in
discussions or seminars with those of a different
segment. Knowledge and understanding are ap-
parently on the increase among all the saints. At
each group had appropriated. This theme has
helped bring about a better understanding ofeach
other and the realization that our problems and
concerns are very similar. We have learned that
some have special abilities that may fill a need for
the others. I, a one cupper, was invited a few
months ago to present a paper on the marriage
relationship to a special group in a mainstream
Sunday School church. The inviting group
showed me great consideration and courtesy,
even to setting the program an hour earlier than
usual so that I could have time to commute to my
one cup assembly for worship. I have learned of
similar efforts at communication with divergent
splinter groups in Sacramento, Los Angeles, Dal-
las, and Fort Worth. just to mention a few. Praise
Yahweh!
About 85 percent of the assemblies of the one-
cup persuasion are not organized with elders and
deacons. They have not arrived yet at a place
where they will trust their spiritual lives to the
counsel of elders. Usually a strong evangelistic
authority rules, or men will evolve into an au-
thoritative position either by leadership ability or
by simply making more noise than others. The
religious journal influence carries a lot of weight
in these assemblies. In most cases, then, we have
a preacher or a group of preachers ruling with an
iron fist, or the influence of a paper which also
administers that fist. Just in the last ten years some
progress toward spiritual leadership has started
developing. Men of fair spiritual stature are being
appointed to their proper place, and gradually
memberships of local congregations come to re-
spect and appreciate their leadership.
Growing pains and the trauma of change are
tough problems to cope with when several genera-
tions of tradition bind us.
In this generation better educated and more
In most cases we have a preacher or a group
of preachers ruling with an iron fist, or a paper
which administers that fist
the same time that these encouraging signs are
appearing, opposition to any kind of communica-
tion with other segments increases with a hard-
nosed core.
About four years ago several preachers from
various splinter groups of the Restoration heritage
in Fresno, California, began to casually talk about
the idea of meeting together several times a year
for open discussion. The idea finally caught on and
meetings were begun which take place one Satur-
day each month. From the very first meeting a
theme was developed which stated that each
group represented would insist on the right of
every other group to exist with the knowledge
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skilled persons are arriving upon the scene. With
the coming of this a tremendous fear develops.
Fear of a trained, skilled, and spiritual leadership
is a threat to unspiritual, unlearned, and unskilled
persons; but ifthe Lord gives us anotherten years
to set our house in order, we will see phenomenal
development toward meaningful relationships
with Jesus in our ranks.
It is my personal conclusion that all our human
efforts will not bring us together. The Holy Spirit
motivates. The sanctuary will be cleansed in all
probability in spite of us instead of because of us.
Wouldn't it be better to ask Lord Jesus to enligh-
ten us and direct us now? n
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By Jim Reynolds
Ir rHr, sociopath may be caricatured as a car
careening down a hill without brakes, the neuroti-
cally guilty person is one whose brakes are drag-
ging all the time; are applied inappropriately and
fearfully; or are so sensitive that they take hold
dangerously.
Exiled from the Neuterland
I flee
from one
terra incognita
to the next
forging passports
until I become
a persona ficta
petitioning for an amnestY
from a decree
issued in the Hall of Travesties
for a transgression
of the Code of Allegations
committed by an ldentitY
I can't remember
in a country
that is
a phantasy.'
This person has interpreted the Word of Jesus
Christ as: "When in doubt, feel guilty."
To treat this neurotic guilt as a healthy aware-
ness of reality is to reject the person and to identify
with his tormentors, internal and historical. It is to
deepen his despair and self-hatred' It is to com-
pound his confusion, minimize his personal indi-
viduality and maximize his acquiesent, self-
abasing conformity. When Freud quotes Hamlet's
observation, "Conscience doth make cowards of
us all," he is pointing to the life-destroying
dynamics of guilt.
To treat real guilt on the other hand as neurotic
and something "that cannot be helped" is, as
psychologist Hobart Mowrer makes clear, to cut
ihe very nerve of humanity, to cauterize (dull)
human sensitivity, and to undermine human
Dr. Jim Revnolcl, is preuclting minisrer ur 1lrc Park Rotl
Church o.f'Christ in Arlington, T'exus.'I'his urticle is udupted
.Íi'ont hi.s .fortltcotrtittg åor.¡k, Cries and Whispers, the Under-
side of Christian Faith.
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community and the hard-won values of the human
race. Any Christian who is so eager to eliminate
the very possibility of guilt that he sedates his own
conscience after violating what he holds to be the
conditions of human life is himself reprobate and
as much in error as though he were to sever nerves
to eliminate pain.
An answer to this dilemma-the finding of a
realistic balance-begins with a look at biblical
theology. The creation account affirms man's
body-soul affinity with the animals. God breathes
into man's nostrils the breath of life as He did with
the animals (Gen. 2:7; l:20-21). Man's limited ex-
istence is celebrated: never is it demanded that he
be God. Yet he is created in the "image of God."
He is free-not to sin without guilt-but to choose
life or death. His freedom becomes almost im-
mediately his amazing and agonizing possibility.
The fallas described in Genesis 3 depicts man's
rebellion against the limitations of creaturehood.
After the fall, man and woman, astounded at their
plight, flrnd themselves not liberated but shame-
fully separated from God. This terrible distance,
born of rebellion, reveals itself in human acts.
The stories of Cain, Noah, and the tower of Babel
remind us that history has always made the sounds
of a madhouse. Mán's misdeeds are not the pri-
mary cause of his alienation; rather his inhuman
acts are the result of broken relationships with
God, his neighbor, and himself.
Later, the psalmist of the covenant people,
aware that sin is an affront against a holy and
righteous God, feels the oppressive burden which
is guilt:
For my iniquities have gone over my head;
they weigh like a burden too heavy for me.
Psalm 8:4
But this keen sense of personal guilt was possi-
ble only because God had personally covenanted
to be the God of Israel. He made the covenant
promise to Abram (Gen. 12:l). He liberated the
sons of Jacob from Egyptian bondage (Exod.
14-15). He covenanted with them and called them
to covenant with him (Exod. 19-20)' He gave them
the Law to direct their covenant life (Exod. 20)'
He sent prophets to Israel's kings, brutally con-
victing them of their sins and reminding them that
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"Jehovah is Lord" (2 Sam. l2). The children of the
covenant know that the God of the Exodus is the
God of creation. "Hear O Israelthe Lord our God
is one God."
Many of the most notable exemplars of piety are
said to have committed sin: Noah (Gen. 9:21),
Abraham (Gen. 12:13), Moses (Num. 20:ll-12),
David (2 Sam. ll:24), Ehjah (l Kings 19:4), Isaiah
(6:5) and Jeremiah (14:20). There are no heroes;
the Flagship Glory always shipwrecks. The men
and women of faith know nothing about inno-
cence; but they do know something about judg-
ment and mercy, conviction and confession,
repentance and joy.
ob's inquisitors accuse him of all kinds of sin,
while he stubbornly maintains his "righteous-
ness. " Though Job always believes his friends are
wrong, the dialogue with his friends leads him to a
more ultimate question. o'How can a man be just
before God?" (9:2). Job abandons the norms of
easy moralizing and ritualizing, reaching into a
dark unknown for a righteousness which God
gi ves.
But the Old Testament never thoroughly re-
solves the problem of sin and its subordinate com-
panion, guilt. Most of the Jews by the close of the
Old Testament period sought relief in two sepa-
rate directions. They sought atonement through
the sacrificial rites (Amos 5:21-22) and later in
Jewish legalism, in an attempt to keep the Law
and its interpretation. But men of deep spiritual
perceptiveness could find no ultimate relief in
these devices. They were led to cast themselves
simply upon God's mercy:
Ifthou, Lord, shouldest keep account ofsins,
who, O Lord could hold up his head?"
Psalm 130:3-4
At the coming of Jesus there weren't many Jews
holding up their heads. The Assyrians, Babylo-
nians, Persians, Greeks, and finally the Romans
hád held their heels on Israel's neck for most of
500 years. The religious leaders, desperately look-
ing for a scapegoat, shouted "unclean, unclean" at
the people. Only those monied folk who paid for
their sacrifices, read the Law, and kept the tradi-
tions scrupulously were considered children of
promise. If one was born poor or with physical
infirmities, there was no way to atone. In order to
preserve Israel's purity and hope, the "rabble"
were condemned to isolation, and to dread-the
deadly foundation of guilt. Victims of dread do not
need the commandment "Be good" anymore than
a drowning man needs the command "Swim,
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swim." Because of his desperation neither victim
can hear our admonitions. People needed a
Savior, not a rabbi. But they were given distor-
tions of hope (fanaticism) and purity (witch hunts),
which only chased mercy away. The theology of
the day said that God is unable in his divine purity
to tolerate sin. Therefore it must be true that he
would not tolerate sinners.
Then came Jesus to the household of Israel,
including the outcasts of society. He came to them
proclaiming the long awaited reign of God (Luke
4: l8ff.). No one had offered the rabble the gift of
repentance and fellowship with God. But Jesus
came to break their dread. He put his arms around
them-for dread grows out of distance and death.
He proclaimed the joyous power of God by heal-
ing their bodies, accepting their hospitality, and
forgiving their sins. He was re-conciling (making
friends again, renewing old acquaintances) them
with God. He spoke out in rage against the relig-
ious leaders who laid impossible burdens on the
people. He was blasting false guilt but he was also
attacking a form of ministry that convicts but does
not support. Such ministers "bore no burdens"(Matt. 23:3-4).
He called the people to acknowledge the unique
authority of the living God. He ridiculed mam-
mon, the idolization of things, and mammon's
miserable values-denying it any authority over
us. He assaulted an anxiety and guilt-producing
system where "failul'es" were guilty and rich fools
were "innocent" (Luke 16: l0-13; 12:13-22).
But why is this sinless one called Suvior? After
all, guilty people avoid the company of those who
do not share their guilt. We are not drawn to Jesus
primarily because of his innocence. Perfection in
another person usually causes us to hate ourselves
even more. He was in fact crucified because the
authorities were certain that he was not innocent.
By their standards it was only just that he should
die. He was guilty-a blasphemer, rebel, self-
styled king, the man to whom Barabbas was pre-
ferred.
ut many of us, especially the veterans of de-
spair and guilt, cannot identify with Christ. We
may say two things: (l) The sufferings of Christ
were over in a few hours. The sufferings of men
are never over. (2) Christ knew himself to be
God's Messiah. That knowledge must of itself
have altered the content of his suffering and made
it less, for it gave him a strong self-concept with
which to bear the ridicule of the soldiers and the
hatred of the crowd.
The first ob.iection is easily answered by re-
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membering that the God who was in Christ did not
cease suffering when Jesus died. Even now he
groans for us with sighs too deep for words. It is
also important to remember that Jesus felt the
burden of Jerusalem and the weight of the cross
throughout his entire ministrY.
The second is not so simple. lt is trûe that the
traditional presentation of Christ, attempting to
make him serenely divine, actually reduces him to
something of a cardboard figure. The Christ of
popular devotion seems aloof from our guilt and
dread. He simply endures and in the end dies.
Then on Sunday morning he predictably escapes
as all gods must. If Christ's identity as God's
Messiah was secure in his death, he must remain
the figure of a remote hero whose holiness
deepens our despair.
ut the cardboard Christ is not the Christ who
sweats sweat as great drops of blood in the garden.
He is asking "Why must the Messiah die?" He is
questioning his own identity as Suffering Servant.
In the end the cry "My God, my God why have
you forsaken me?" identifies him with the alien-
ated, 'oa worm and no man, a very scorn of men
and the outcast of the people." The only man ever
to have been entirely innocent experiences his bad
identity as he dies. He who was the light of the
world experiences darkness. He in whom we live
and move and have our very being dies outside the
city wall, despised, alienated, absurd, held up to a
hideous ridicule. The cross, with its cry of derelic-
tion, means that Christ's victory was his entering
into our dread, our condemnation, our alienation
from God. He is ravaged by it, experiencing its
terror while holding on to his fragile sense of mis-
sion.
But from the cross there is not only the cry of
dereliction, but of faith: "Father, into thy hands I
commit my spirit" (Luke 23:46).' That faith is
shown to be justified: God raised this dead Christ.
And he proclaims to us that our dying can lead to
resurrection, that the terror ofdeath need not lead
to self-hatred, need not lead to dread while we live
in the shadow of our master, Lord De¿rth!
The preached word of the cross and resurrec-
tion is the word of reconciliation, of sonship, of
God bringing us to his outstretched arms through
the Christ event. He is our peace (Eph. 2:14-17).
Reconciliation is a more inclusive term than for-
giveness. Metaphorically it is a homecoming, not
a blackboard, chalk, and eraser (a distortion of
forgiveness). "lf any man is in Christ he is a new
creation" (2 Cor. 5:17). The Spirit bears witness
with our spirits that we are children of God (Rom.
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8:16). We are delivered from the tyranny of sin,
dread, and self-condemnation, the state of fabri-
cated indifference and pitiful "hopes."
All this puts the problem of sin into an entirely
different light. The burning question is no longer
how to obtain righteousness (this is God's free
gift) or how to rid oneself of dread and guilt (Christ
has taken this upon himselÐ, Now the question is
how to live consistently in this rrel, sphere o.f li.fe.
Christians do commit sins (l John 2:2)' Bttt
Christians no longer live under the rule and au-
thority of death and sin (Rom. 8:l). "ln Christ"
they do not live in estrangement fi'om God or with
the dread of nothingness. The apostle John en-
courages Christians to confess their sins to God,
experiencing again and again his forgiving pres-
ence (l John l:8-9). The Spirit of God in us leads
us to a healing awareness of God's Yes standing
against the No of our own self-condemnation (l
John 3:20).
The fundamentally essential affirmation of
Christianity, then, is that God was indeed wording
the world in Jesus Christ. We are objects of this
action; regarded, imputed, reckoned, treated,
thought of, and worded not as we are but as we are
to be-whole, chosen of God, and precious. As
we have been and are "worded" so shall we be. To
be treated and reckoned as whole and righteous is
to begin to become whole and righteous.'
This is not the contemporary solution to guilt
that is sought by lowering ideals and standards'
Christ does not lower m¿ìn's ideals for life to the
level of his experience of failure. God forbid! But
the gospel does transform oul'guilt by eliminating
the punitive, condemning and rejecting model for
the human, personal, and reconciling model. Guilt
now draws its connotation from the picture of the
prodigal son rather than that of excommunication.
Guilt is the human remorse over broken relation-
ships, needless hurt, love unreturned, goodness
violated, and laws disobeyed.
ow the shadow of guilt is just the negative way
of saying the Light is still on.o It is not the guilt of
rejection or of condemnation; it is rathel'the guilt
of Christian growth which gueirds us and p¿ìsses us
on to that health which we have yet to know (Rom.
l2:2). We now have the authority of the almighty
God for accepting what we thoLrght was perma-
nently unacceptable-ourselves. Guilt now be-
comes the "godly grief" which produces the re-
pentance of salvation (2 Cor. 7: l0). The Christian,
though guilty of sins, lives in a sea of love:
With deep roots and firm founclations, may
you be strong to grasp, with all God's people
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what is the breadth and length and height
and depth of the love of Christ, to know it,
though it is beyond knowledge.
Ephesians 3: l8
The process of growth in love wars against the
defeated powers of death in us. The forms of self-
hatred in us arise from guilt-that is to say the
victim feels that he could be restored to God if . . .
he worked harder, or repressed his sexual desires,
or got away from his present home or job. But the
guilt masks the residual dread. Behind the feeling
of conditional badness lies unconditional
badness-the feeling that whatever I do, to be me
is to be unlovable. Sometimes we need to be
worthless to be anybody at all.
Often our guilt and self-hatred bear no relation
to wrongdoing. In depth we feelguilty not of sin,
but of being of the dust of creation. fhis is the
unconditional badness of the afflicted self. At core
it is the experience of being nothing: "l am
nobody." Childhood rejection orfeelings of rejec-
tion, more than anything else, give us permanent
feelings of dread. When we pray for forgiveness of
sins of omission and commission, are we asking
God to forgive our irresponsibility, or are we ask-
ing him to forgive us for being finite creatures?
Christians sometimes err in supposing that God
is hard in judgment, but gentle in forgiveness. In
reality it is the reverse-his judgments are gentle,
but his love will not be satisfied until all our de-
fenses are broken down, the hideous self-hatred
exposed, and healing reconciliation brought to
those places where we feel engulfed by badness.
Anybody faced with a demand for goodness
while he is given an identity of badness takes a step
toward hell. If we do not accept and internalize
our identity as Christ's new creation, we will of
necessity plug our ears to the weightier matters of
love andjustice. Often Christians remain involved
with trivia because we are too sick to struggle with
racism, poverty, the quality of our marriages, and
our children.
We are liberated to risk guilt. Jesus in his para-
ble of the talents helps us see that bringing one's
life unscathed and safely "innocent" to God at the
end will not be enough. Courage, more than per-
fectionism, marks the life of faith. "How did you
risk your total self?" not "How did you preserve
yourself?" will be the ultimate question.
Christ introduces us not to the innocence of the
Garden but to the responsible guilt of responsible
grace in a community of believers. Whenever the
cross becomes an excuse for moral cowardice we
may be sure that the word has been manipulated.
We intellectualize guilt because we do not want to
face the ugliness of our sins. No one can be called
mature who sins and feels no guilt. But it is also
true that no one can be called mature who sins and
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feels no grace. The experience of God's accep-
tance gives us the courage to confi'ont our sins.
The conscience of the natural man does not
necessarily give evidence of visible panic. We
know that the reverse is often true. The genuinely
agonized conscience is found mostly in the no
man's land between Christ and the world, be-
tween gospel and law. It is found especially in that
sphere where the call ofthe gospel has been indeed
perceived but not wholly accepted, where it has
for that reason again been turned into law! It is of
the very essence of the alarmed and overly
scrupulous conscience to have lost all sense of
proportion, to stumble at imaginary and giganti-
cally inflated difficulties and to be overthrown by
blades of straw.s
Lord, may it get together-what we want to be
and what we want to become. May we have com-
passion on one another as we grow in grace and
peace. A poetic conclusion is in order:
Dear Brother Guilt
Praise to you, dear Brother Guilt,
Strong Son of God's law and love
Who does not cease your pricks
When we would stoop to play with dangerous
toys
Who goads us from the quicksands of sloth and
indifference
Who makes our hearts to hunger
Beyond new clothes, new cars, new kitchens,
new houses, new spouses, or even a new na-
tion.
I have quarrelled with You, O Tenacious
Shadow that I cannot help but cast as I walk
in God's Iight.I have hated you as an enemy
sicknesses.
Your counterfeits have hurt and
But you are the Handle of God'
The Grip of His Grace and
A measure of my health
You, in your true self,
of my sweet
wounded me.
s Help.
Are my Glory's True Friend and
Praise to You, O Happy Guilt,
And leave me not till we are both
Brother.
at home!6
Norns
'Edward V. Stein, Guilt: Theort, unt! Therup¡, (philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1968), p. I17.
'!Malcolm France, The Puratlo.r o.f Grrílt (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1967), p. 123.
rC. Fitzgimons Allison, G uilt, Anger urtd Gotl: The puttern o.f'orrr
Disu¡ntents (New York: The Seabury Press, 1972), p. 47.
'lbid., p. 71.
sHelmut Thielicke, Theologicol Erlrics (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1966), pp. 309-310.
uAllison, op. cit., pp.70-71. tl
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"Truly, thou art a God who hidest thyself, O God of Israel the Savíor."lsa.45:15
Renewal in the PulPit
By Wendell Willis
All these are tantalizing questions, about which
I would like to speculate as my predecessors. But
the question I wish to lift up for consideration is
Hov, sttccess.fiil ure Chrístians? Does God prom-
ise success to his people, and if so in what way?
This seems to me important because of a recurring
idea among Christians that God loves those who
succeed, and vice versa.
In this regard, let us first turn our attention to
one of the best known of the Old Testament
prophets, Jeremiah. Jeremiah received his "call"
when only a young man and was less than en-
thusiastic about the whole thing. He suggested
God find someone else (Jer. l:4-9). Throughout
his career, he repeatedly complained to God about
his work and his trials and scarcely received a
consoling word in reply. When friends, family,
and the royal court ofJudah allturned against him,
he accused God of seducing and deceiving him
(Jer. 20:7).
Jeremiah had a long, as well as a rough, minis-
try. He began prophesying shortly after the fall of
the Assyrian capital, Nineveh, and the overthrow
of that nation which had ruled Israel. Babylon was
on the rise, but to many of Judah's nobility, politi-
cal events seemed to bode better things for their
little nation. Now, at the time of the fall of the
despised Assyria, might be the time for the spark
of freedom to kindle a new flame. So king and
princes, priests and prophets, deliberated on how
these good omens suggested a brighter future,
Mighty Egypt stood in the wings promising help if
Judah wished to fight for her independence. Was it
not evident that if the temple in Jerusalem was full
and active, if sacrifices and worship continued,
God would protect his nation and deliver the city
of David?
In Jeremiah's first recorded sermon, he stood at
the temple gates and warned those lsraelites com-
ing to worship, "Amend your ways and your do-
ings, and I will let you dwell in this place. Do not
trust in these deceptive words: 'This is the temple
Jeremiah, Baãï, and Jesus
IN rsr, vE,eR 311, the death of the Roman em-
peror, Galerius, left four claimants to the Imperial
throne. One of these was Constantine, who in3l2
marched his army out of the north and engaged his
major competitor just north of the royal city of
Rome. The night before the decisive battle, Con-
stantine had a dream. He saw the initials of Jesus
Christ and the words, "By this sign you will
conquer." Hastily he painted a Christian symbol
on his helmet and his soldiers did likewise on their
shields. The next day's battle saw the triumph of
Constantine and marked the beginning of the
"Holy Roman Empire."
No doubt, to many Christians who had under-
gone the most severe of persecutions less than a
decade earlier under the emperor Diocletian,
Constantine's victory was obviously a divine gift.
In less than twenty years Christianity moved from
being a persecuted minority to a prevailing official
religion.
But Constantine, his dream, and his victory
have remained a matter of frequent discussion in
Christian history. Was the dream real, or only a
hoax by the future emperor to inspire confidence
in the troops and gain popular support among
Christians? Was he really a corivert, or only avail-
ing himself of a magic symbol? Other questions
have been raised about the significance of
Christianity's sudden rise to political power.
Should the church rule the governments of the
world, or do church and state form separate
spheres in which men muy hold dual membership?
Or, like the English Separatists, should Christians
see all political power as at best a necessary evil,
and at worst Satan's work?
We ndcll Willi.s i.s clircclor t¿f'religiorrs ctlttcutiott uf tltc lI/e .tl'
ern H ills C lutrclt o./'C hrist in Tenrple, T e.ru.s, untl u cutt¿lidute
f'r¡r tltc Plt.D. itt Ncw Te:;tutttattl sttttlías ul Sottlltcrtt
M e I ltotlist U ttivc rs iry.
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of the Lord, the temple of the Lord, the temple of
the Lord"' (Jer. 7 :l-4).
From a particular reading of God's promises to
David and from a belief in the inviolability of holy
Jerusalem (no doubt strengthened by the failure of
the Assyrian king Sennacherib to take it) Judah's
leaders had concluded that God guaranteed suc-
cess and victory to his worshipers. So they were
concerned to attend to the operation of the cult,
and were confident if this were done God would be
on their side and a glorious new day would dawn.
But Jeremiah did not see things this way, and in
public proclamation he warned the nation of its
certain fall. The king would be taken into exile
with the people; both Jerusalem and the temple
would be destroyed. Of course, anyone who re-
fuses to rejoice in the day's successes is usually
unwelcome, especially if those successes are held
to be God's gifts. But if, in addition, such a person
claims to be speaking for God when he announces
tragedy, he is clearly deluded, a disheartener of
the people, and no doubt a conspirator with the
enemy. We all remember Jeremiah's fate-beaten
by the priests, placed in the public stocks, finally
thrown into an empty cistern to die. Jeremiah's
problem, from the point of view of the leaders, was
that he had the wrong theology. He failed to ap-
preciate how sec¡lr¿ were God's promises and
how he prlspers his servants.
People who grew up on the Bible are accus-
tomed to the word " Baal. " We recall the Israelites
were often rebuked and punished for seeking out
the "Baals," the local gods in the land of Canaan.
This is a common theme in the prophets, so com-
mon that we must ask why Israel so repeatedly
went "awhoring after strange gods," as the KJV
quaintly puts it. To understand why, we need to
know what the Baals were, and what they offered.
anaanite religion, like most of Israel's neigh-
bors, was polytheistic-with gods and lords a-
plenty. There were many Baals, because there
were many aspects of life, each having its own
deity. But the most prominent were the nature
gods and goddesses whose worship insured the
fertility of animals and the success of crops. To
the Israelites, who had only recently begun a set-
tled life, these gods were a real temptation because
they offered what seemed most necessary for life
-a successfulharvest. The Baals promised secur-ity and success in trade for worship. They did not
demand deep convictions, only sacrifice; not jus-
tice, only worship. And many Israelites felt it
woLrldn't hLrrt to give the native gods recognition.
Who knows-after all it was their land! Even as
today many Christians, supposedly freed from the
old gods of antiquity, still sneak a peak at the
newspaper''s daily horoscope and avoid black
cats.
That is what Baal worship offered-a guaran-
teed return on your (religious) investment. You
act and the gods will reciprocate. In a word, se-
curity and prosperity.
at does Jesus of Nazareth have to do with all
this? Like Jeremiah he, too, refused a view of the
Father in which God became the guarantor of the
success of the worshiper. Jesus rejected the idea
that God's ways are biased toward spoiling his
children. No, Christ insisted in his words on the
hiddenness of God's kingdom, like a mustard seed
secretly growing into a large shrub. And he taught
that his Father sends the refreshing rain on both
the just and the unjust, the pious and the impious.
But it is not just Jesus' words that teach of the
ubiquity of God's blessings, that they are not re-
served as rewards for saintly followers. It is espe-
cially the life of Jesus which exemplifies the hid-
denness of God's favor. All of us are so accus-
tomed to Isaiah 53 that the words slip quickly off
our tongues, but too often do not cross our minds
and linger there. What does it say ubout God that
his chosen one is afflicted and rejected by men, a
man of sorrows and acquainted with grief?
This calls to mind Paul's teaching about the
centrality of the cross to those enthusiastic Corin-
thian Christians, who by possessing the Holy
Spirit felt themselves transported from the cares
and affairs of this world. So great were their
spiritual blessings that they didn't look forward to
the resurrection-they had it all now! In some of
his most bitter words, Paul rebukes such a Spirit-
success theology in I Corinthians 4:8-13. Among
the Corinthians, Paul says he wanted to know
nothing but Jesus Christ-and him crucified!
Of course, even these Corinthians had confes-
sed the death ofJesus when Paul first preached to
them, and when they first believed (l Cor. l5:3),
But it is very easy to make the cross of Christ into
a sacred relic and thereby deny its reality-as
today when we make one of fourteen carat gold
and wear it around the neck, or out of bright shiny
aluminum and place it upon a steeple. Christians
have a habit of thinking of the cross as an unfortu-
nate event which happened between the Sermon
on the Mount and the resurrection morning. (As if
the resurrection overcame the reality of the cross !)
The resurrection does not annul the cross, but
confirms that it is tltuÍ ty¡te of obedient suffering
which is God's sign of the world being reclaimed
to himself. The cross stands as a judgment on
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every form of Spirit-enthusiast Christianity which
looks too quickly for glory and promise, without
glancing at risk and difficulty in faith. As Jesus
said, God had the option of rescuing his Son with
legions of angels even at the last hour-a divine
Dunkirk. But he did not, because he was not Baal
who promised protection in exchange for faith.
Surely the point of these three, Jeremiah, Baal
and Jesus together, has already become clear. It is
the question with which we began, Does Gr¡d
ensrtre víctor¡t an¿l sttcce ss 
.for ltis./bllorlersZ No,
because he is not the patron of our piety, standing
in the wings to applaud and reward our.every
service. That is what the Baals promised; they
would look after their own. But Jeremiah saw this
was not his God. Such a God is too self-evident,
too simple-too limited. He has nothing to say for
the tragedies of our days and our lives. Such a god
would have no word for those who suffer and for
those who weep with them-except "Things
would be better if you prayed more, preached
more, gave more" (remember Job's friends?).
Now today it is hard to realize that in Jeremiah's
time there were more worshipers of Baal than
Jehovah. But where are the Baal worshipers and
temples today? They are buried in the sands be-
cause their gods could not deliver on their prom-
ises. In the ancient world when a nation lost a war,
it worshiped the gods of the victor. That was a
logical conclusion; those folks had stronger gods!
So when the Baals failed, so did their worship. Yet
if Baal worshipers are hard to come by now, still
today in almost every country Jews assemble to
worship. They worship Jehovah even after the
exile, after persecution by Christians in the mid-
dle ages (during one of the "successful" periods
of Christianity), after Auschwitz, Dachau, and
Buchenwald. Certainly many Jews (believing in
Jehovah with a baalized theology) have given up.
But thousands have not, and their perception of
God's presence even in disaster is still instructive
to us.
Jeremiah found his task reversed after the fall of
Judah and the destruction of the temple. Then the
people were despairing of life and saw themselves
as without a future, people whose God had failed,
and Jeremiah was speculating in Judean real estate
and planting vineyards. The Baal promises proved
to be dust in the mouth when the national life
failed, but Jeremiah's God abided-and he com-
forted those whose faith had been too shallow. He
was a God who could pack up and accompany his
followers into exile and support them even there.
So also with Jesus. On the cross, a success-
patron God would have been a very empty deity.
And we shoulil not think Jesus did not really suffer
and grieve there because he knew the plot-things
would turn out O. K. in the final act. That was a
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view of an early Christian heresy which sought to
lionize the deity of Jesus at the expense of the
reality of the cross. Bttt ttr:c'ortling lo lhe gospels
Jesus died that Friday in great agony, without a
comforting word or a sly wink from his Father.
His final words were, "My God, my God, why
have you forsaken me?"
There is not sufficient space here to examine
that troublesome statement and all its implica-
tions. I note only two things: first, Jesus felt his
dereliction was very real and very great; second,
nevertheless, with his fleeting breath he began a
petition saying, "My God
And for today, Christians, when we think cor-
rectly, can ill afford to neglect the cross (and the
exile) lest we get too enraptured with God's
"precions promises for us." We ought not to seek
to sell Jesus' God with a rented slogan like
"Things go better with Jesus. " There are promises
for us, comforting and hopeful. But above them all
is the promise, "l will be with you, to comfort
you." Or as God promised Paul, "My grace is
sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in
weakness" (2 Cor. l2:9). Discipleship can be
summarized in no better words than our Lord's:
"Take up thy cross and follow me." fl
PENâMY
By Roy Z. Kemp
The piper plays.
The dancers dance in gaY abandon,
Filled with ecstasy.
Their blood is filled with music,
Pulsing, throbbing;
No worries vex them,
No sorrow lines their brow;
Their hearts are joyous, singing, reckless, daring.
Joy reigns !
The piper plays.
On with the dance!
****
The dance has ended.
Blood, once pulsing hot, is icy cold.
The moon, that builder of illusion, the jade!
Her nragic spell is broken;
Her silken draperies are but tinselled cloth,
The dancers find too late;
The piper must be paid!
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Culture-bound Mind Set
I have read with considerable in-
terest the many recent articles on
woman and her role in God's world(going back to Parks' deservedly
notorious Integrity piece in '73). I
have wondered when someone
would come forward with a com-
prehensive and sensitive treatment
of the subject in the light of serious
and objective treatment of the bibli-
cal text itself. Thus I was glad to see
Bob Burgess' articles ("New Tes-
tament Interpretation," November
and December). But it is my im-
pression that most of what has thus
far been written reflects the culture-
bound mind set which makes for at
least as much difficulty in appreciat-
ing the Scripture as the literalism
against which we have been so often
warned. (l opine that culture bind-
ing is just as likely from the liberal
as from the conservative point of
view.)
Given the wave of sentiment in
favor of women's "liberation," we
seem naturally to assume that there
must be some explanation of Paul's
rather embarrassing restrictions
which will limit them to the first
century, rather than attempting to
discern a possible integrity for all
time in the order which the apostle
sets forth, however incompatible it
may be with the order of "this pres-
ent world. "
ln spite of all that has been writ-
ten, it is hard for me to read the
second chapter of I Timothy and
conclude that what PaLrl says is in-
tended merely for a passing phase in
the church at Ephesus, where
Timothy labored. Perhaps this is
the reason that most writers merely
mention this passage and do not
treat it analytically. The same is
true of I Corinthians 14, though it
has received more attention be-
c¿ìuse some of the problems in the
Corinthian church were indeed
local and temporary.
My own impression in reading
most of the recent Mi.y.sion articles
is that the writers seriously doubt
Paul's own integrity as a spokes-
man of God. It would be easier, as
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others have done, to simply dis-
credit Paul as a biased misogynist,
but that will come slowly for anyone
schooled in the Church of Christ
way of thinking. If that view is held
by our writers, though, it would be
more honest to confess it, so that we
all may know the premises upon
which they write.
Several questions need to be
asked, it seems to me. Given the
cultural conditions of his time, was
Paul really writing "a command of
the Lord," as he claimed? If his
limitations upon women were in-
herently wrong, as the current feel-
ing seems to go, would he as a
spokesman of God have given such
teaching, whatever the cultural
conditions? Is the order of I Corin-
thians ll:3 limited to first century
conditions, with the understanding
that it might be modified in a more
enlightened age? Is the instruction
concerning wifely subjection in
Ephesians 5:21-25 to be regarded in
the same light? If, in view of the
total context of such passages, we
may conclude that their force is not
applicable for all ages of the church,
by what logic may we conclude that
any New Testament teaching has
unquestioned relevance for our
time?
Frankly, Bob Burgess' articles,
while grappling with the problem,
leave much to be desired in
logic and consistency. Where, for
instance, is the consistency in argu-
ing the cases of Phoebe and Priscilla
as examples for female leadership in
the first century church while dis-
counting Paul's restrictions as
merely expedient compromise with
contemporary cultural bias? I sub-
mit that, objectively read, there is
no conflict between what is said
about Phoebe and Priscilla's activ-
ity and the well-known restrictions
in the public meetings of the church.
Burgess feels that we may
"distinguish the expendable from
the essential" by determining
"whether the practice that God
comm¿rnds is connected with a s¿rl-
vation event." This seems a bit ar-
bitrary to me. I doubt that it will
hold as a principle for understand-
ing such cases as Nadab and Abihu
in the Old Testament or Ananias
and Sapphira in the New. Althoughit ought to be clear that the
"command - example - necessary
inference" philosophy needs re-
studying, Burgess' articles seem
merely extended and rather tortu-
ous attempts to provide accommo-
dation of the Scripture to contem-
porary views of women. Although
he does not see baptism as expend-
able, I do not see his ground for
retaining it, given his premises.
What is desperately needed for
our time is a high view of the
word-the view that the word (even
that portion of it which includes
Paul) still contains the ideal and that
wherever our modern inclinations
are at variance with the word it may
be that those inclinations them-
selves need transformation as we
seek the higher wisdom of revela-
tion. This is not to endorse the tradi-
tional view of woman in the Church
of Christ. There is plenty of evi-
dence that this view needs some
transformation also. Who will pro-
duce for us a comprehensive study
which starts with the assumption,
not that the prevailing theories of
the women's liberation movement
¿ìre necessarily right, but that the
word is still valid and that a satisfac-
tory and fulfilling view of the roles
of men and women k¡r¿l children)
can be discovered v,ithin the Scrip-
ture? Others outside the Church of
Christ have dared to defend Paul.
(See Elizabeth Elliott's Womqn in
tlte Church, Larry Christiansen's
The Christiun Fumily, and even C.
S. Lewis in several articles.) They
may have been wrong, but at least
their approaches need to be consi-
dered also and we have had all too
little of this balancing perspective in
M issiott articles.
It is understandable why some
conclude that Mission is dedicated
to the liberal point of view rather
than to a balanced perspective. The
Churches of Christ have enough
journals dedicated to a single point
of view already. As a regular reader
and supporter of Mi.çsion's stated
aims, I write as a friendly critic,
with every hope for the joLrrnal's
future.
THOMAS LANGFORD
Lubbock, Texas
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The charge, we recall, was made against the
earliest disciples: "These men have turned the
world upside down." For the most part we now
hear these words repeated in exhortations for us to
get busier and busier for Christ. If we had bigger
and better bussing programs we could turn the
world upside down for Christ. If each one would
win one we could . . . . The list is inexhaustible.
While there is no question that we should do
more and be more, such appeals trivialize the
world-toppling essence of the message of Christ.
What stood the world on its head was the fact that
Jesus upset its balance scales. He radically re-
versed its standards of judgment. He endangered
the laws that seemed to safeguard the world from
moral chaos.
What frightened both Judaism and paganism
was unearned gruce. It is the same idea that
threatened my Indian friend, a member of the
Jainist sect. When we spoke of grace, he could see
his world being turned upside down. In his sys-
tem, grace is won by a steadily predictable moral
law: do right and be blessed. "How can you expect
people to do right if you forgive them.fir.rt?" he
asked.
Of course one could answer that there are a
great many Christians who operate out of the same
decent respect for natural moral law that produces
concepts of kurmu in Eastern faiths. They accept
the universal pattern: law first, then gospel; re-
form, then reward;judgment, then grace. Who
would dare risk upsetting this normal scheme?
Christ, for gne. Even if John 8:l-l I is not in the
oldest manuscripts, its message was in the oldest
memory of the early church. Human values say
stone the adulteress in judgment;perhaps then the
soul will be saved in heaven. Jesus turns this sys-
tem upside down by putting salvation first:
"Neither do I condemn you." Only then comes a
note of judgment: "Do not sin again." First for-
giveness; then ethics. First grace; then law. It's all
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ON TURNING
THE WORLD
UPSIDE DOWN
upside down.
Paul, for another, dared to stand things on end.
"While h)e v,ere stíll v,eak. . . v,hile we v¡ere yet
sinners while \pe were enemies, we were
reconciled." Again he has it all backwards. One
first makes amends; then comes reconciliation.
Of course there is actually a deep, surging ethi-
cal power in this approach. Who can really accept
the grace from those lips which say, "Neither do
I condemn you" without seeing the sorrow in
those eyes, the nailprints in the hands? And who,
seeing all this, can fail to respond to the demand,
"Do not sin again"?
But sadly, the modern church has not often
dared to follow these who turned the world's
judgments upside down. There are no harlots in
our halls. They know their place: out on the streets
where there is only the law of the concrete jungle.
Why come to us, where they would only hear a
"religious" version of that law? They know the
word we would speak first: reform, straighten out
your life, then adjust to our lifestyle, tlten (nof
forsaking the assembly, of course) you may one
day, having been found faithful in the end, hear of
the home of grace in the bye and bye.
And how dare we discard this worldly ap-
proach? It's as threatening as deciding that up is
down, right is left, sweet is sour, black is white. It
seems an invitation to chaos. Let folk first go and
sin no more; then will we find the heart to say,
"Neither do we condemn you."
But there is a more faithful source of courage. It
is a wellspring tapped at the tomb of Christ. There,
for a fleeting instant, we ¿ìre granted a glimpse of
the other way the world can work. The empty
tomb offers ¿ì new gyroscope, a fi'esh reference
point for "up" and "down. " In the realization that
only by being buried c¿ìn one rise, the modern
church can find its feet. And only when it dares to
enter that new dimension will it again turn the
-RD
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world upside down.
We May Return
I am a new subscriber and re-
ceived just one issue and I am im-
pressed. My husband and I have
stepped out of the Church of Christ
seeking "something" in other
groups, but have been miserable
and very unsettled. Your magazine,
although I'd heard of it in not such
favorable terms, has helped us very
much. Things seemed so absolute in
the church here we felt very much
"out ofstep. " I kept thinking surely
somebody else, somewhere else,
feels that the church "might" have a
way to go to be truly pleasing to
God.
We are considering returning to
the local congregation here and try-
ing to help with love and less bitter-
ness. The Church of the Nazarene
here provided us with much
spiritual strength as we have been
looking for our place.
Thank you for a new view, keep it
up, and we'll get to work around
here.
PAT BROWN
Bremerton, Wash.
Come to Terms with Needs
I agree with John Acuff (Forum,
January issue ) that Mission "could
be more responsive to the give-
and-take of the world in which we
live and the theological issues with
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(Contínued from p. 22)
which we are confronted." How-
ever, the important issue of
women's role in the church admira-
bly fits his request, and I disagree
strongly that it should be consigned
to "other mediums."
In my opinion, whether or not the
Church of Christ can maintain any
long-term effectiveness or rele-
v¿rnce for future generations may
well depend on how it comes to
terms todoy with the "needs" and,
yes, "rights" of women as persons
who are both still in, and out of,
particular congregations. Hope-
fully, that response willbe made in-
telligently and compassionately,
not merely emotionally,
SALLIE T, HIGHTOWER
Houston, Texas
lnterestingrbut...
Having never been exposed to
such a publication, I found the De-
cember issue of Missir¡n extremely
interesting and informative. The
format of the journal is attractive
and refreshing. The articles re-
served for an evaluation of books
and the "Forum," "Cross
Currents," and "Looking Out" sec-
tions are most absorbing; in particu-
lar I thought Jay Treat's views on
Christmas were very enlightening.
However, although one may
have had a difficult time following
Michael Weed's, "Our Common
Past," I discovered that it was even
harder to agree with Bob Burgess'
article (Part II), especially with
those statements concerning a
"Woman's Role in the Church." In
light of I Timothy 2:ll-15; I Corin-
thians I l:3; Ephesians 5:22-24, 33;
Colossians 3: l8 ; Titus 2:2-5; I Peter
3: l, 5-6 and others, I fail to be con-
vinced that ". . . the command for
women to be silent is cultural like
the holy kiss and wearing the veil."
Likewise, I do not agree that
women should serve tóday ". . on
an equal basis with men." I believe
that the role of a woman was di-
vinely determined in Genesis 3:16,
and I cannot accept the command of
God for women to be silent as a
mere human "tradition " or
"impersonal pattern. " Further-
more, in spite of the fact that Mary
Lou Walden's writing concerning
the ". heavy ball and chain of
salvation of works . ." seemed to
correspond with that of Bob
Burgess to an extent, I cannot be
conformed to such a liberal and
broad interpretation of the words of
a book that will someday determine
my eternal destiny. Therefore, I
cannot condone the writings and
publication of Mission or approve
the distribution thereof.
Thank you for the opportunity to
assess this journal and to express
myself.
LISA RALSTON
Nashville, Tennessee
MARCH,1976
